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Abstract 

Besides the old dEX, some power users are more comfortable using the dataTaker native script to build their 

program. If there is no need to change the default setting work, the script will become short due to the omitted 

channel options. 

Unfortunately, that short script has no compatibility with dEX 2.0. Users will need a complete syntax or 

declare the line with a minimum number of options. This note will explain the conversion method from the native 

text program to be recognized by dEX 2.0. 

Introduction 

A simple schedule declaration can go with RA1S LOGONA, which popular with power users, and the complete 

syntax would be RA"Reading"("b:",ALARMS:OV:100KB:W60,DATA:OV:1MB)1S LOGONA. There is a declaration of 

schedule name "Reading" data destination "b:" alarm setting ALARMS:OV:100KB:W60, and data setting 

DATA:OV:1MB. If the users use the complete syntax, they will be able to access it via dEX 2.0. The syntax 

required for each line would be different; schedule syntax will require a full syntax as per the above example.  

While channel syntax will need a minimum number of channel options, the required channel options are 

channel name, variable channel assignment, logging status, and one specific channel option. The last option 

will depend on the channel itself, which no usage requirement in some cases. 

Besides the syntax declaration requirement, a couple of essential lines in the program are to be recognized 

by dEX 2.0. First, schedule S for statistics must be declared before schedule A regardless of whether you use 

it or not. Second, if you have one, the declaration of the scaling and polynomial is above schedule S; also, use 

this spot for initialization or the extra PROFILE setting. The last one is the password declaration under BEGIN 

declaration.  

DXC Structure for dEX 2.0 

Let us use a simple program to see the structure difference between the text program, the old dEX, and dEX 

2.0. Assuming we have two channels: 1x voltage and 1x serial, which are bound to schedule A that runs every 

5 seconds. The voltage channel is bound to trigger alarm text every time the reading is greater than 1500 mV. 

Then we have FTP transfer action on schedule B that runs every 12 hours. 

dEX 2.0 Old dEX Native Text 

BEGIN”config” BEGIN"config" BEGIN”config” 

'Generated by new dEX-2 ' Generated by dEX Configuration Builder 
Version 1.29.1924 (Firmware Version 
9.08.3932) 
' Target device: DT80-3 

 

password="" password=""  

'Manual "Init"{ 
    1CV(W)=0 
'Manual} 

' User Defined 
    1CV(W)=0 

 
1CV(W)=0 

RS1S RS1S RS1S 
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dEX 2.0 Old dEX Native Text 

RA"Reading"("b:", 
ALARMS:OV:100KB:W60,DATA:OV:1M
B)5S 
LOGONA 

RA"Reading"("b:", 
ALARMS:OV:100KB:W60,DATA:OV:1M
B)5S 
LOGONA 

RA5S 
 
 
LOGONA 

1V("Voltage~V",=1CV,LM,NA) 
ALARM1(1CV>1500)"Alarm"{} 

ALARM1(1V("Voltage~mV",=1CV,L
 M,NA)>1500)"Alarm"{} 

1V("Voltage~V",=1CV) 

ALARM1(1CV>1500)"Alarm"{} 

'Manual "Init"{ 
1SERIAL("%f","Weight~kg”) 
'Manual} 

' User Defined 
1SERIAL("%f","Weight~kg”) 

  
1SERIAL("%f","Weight~kg”) 

RB"Transfer"("b:", 
ALARMS:OV:100KB:W60,DATA:OV:1M
B)12H 

LOGONB 

RB"Transfer"("b:", 
ALARMS:OV:100KB:W60,DATA:OV:1M
B)12H 

LOGONB 

RB12H 
 
 

LOGONB 

DO{COPYD 
 dest=ftp://user:pass@address/?(times
 tamp).csv format=csv start=new} 

DO{COPYD 
 dest=ftp://user:pass@address/?(times
 tamp).csv format=csv start=new} 

DO{COPYD 
 dest=ftp://user:pass@address/?(timesta
 mp).csv format=csv start=new} 

END END END 

 

As declared above, to convert the text version to be compatible with dEX 2.0, you will need to add the extra 

components in each line. These additional components have similarities between different channels. 

PROFILE Setting 

At this moment, the users need to migrate the required dataTaker PROFILE setting manually or make a 

separate declaration within one or more manual channels; currently, there is no transferrable option for these 

settings. 

Expanded Alarm Channels  

In the old dEX declaration for alarm, measurement channel declaration has become an option for alarm 

channel. Thus, only one condition is possible for every alarm channel taken from the measurement channel. 

Linking into more conditions is only possible using a calculation channel, which might be a bit complicated. 

 ALARM1(1V("Voltage1~mV",=1CV,LM,NA)>1500)"Alarm"{} 

ALARM1(2V("Voltage2~mV",=2CV,LM,NA)>1500)"Alarm"{} 

Calc(“Alarm”)=(1CV>1500)AND(2CV>1500) 

That was not in line with the native declaration of text program. The original native syntax in DataTaker 

allows using multiple conditions coming from different measurement channels. We realize this missing trait in 

the old dEX and implement it in dEX 2.0. 

1V("Voltage1~mV",=1CV,LM,NA) 

2V("Voltage2~mV",=2CV,LM,NA) 

ALARM1((1CV>1500)AND(2CV>1500))"Alarm"{} 
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MODBUS Channels 

MODBUS channel declaration is quite special; channel name, register type, location, channel-variable (CV) 

assignment, and logging status must be used. Channel factor and data type are optional, and if not declared, 

DataTaker will assume the default setting which is 1 (no multiplication factor) and MBI (integer 16 bit). 

There are also unaccommodated channel options in dEX 2.0: Retry (RTn) and Timeout (TO), which 

declarable from native syntax.   

 1MODBUS("WS~m/s",AD1,R4:30001,0.1,MBF,MER,TO1,RT2,=10CV,LM) 
 

Serial Channels 

There is no template for the serial channel, so the users need to use a manual channel for the syntax 

declaration. However, there is a plan to integrate serial channel templates into dEX 2.0 in the future. 
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